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Case Study | Google Shopping



HalloweenCostumes.com sees mobile conversions rise 31% with mobile Product Listing Ads



About HalloweenCostumes.com



Based in North Mankato, Minnesota, familyowned HalloweenCostumes.com began in a garage in 2002. They now ship to over 200 countries worldwide. The company supplies costumes for adults, children, couples and groups, plus accessories and decorations. They are among the largest Halloween costume retailers on the web. To learn more, visit www.halloweencostumes.com



At a Glance PLA for Mobile Results • 31% rise in mobile conversions • 45% of Google paid mobile unique visitors • 43% of Google mobile paid-search conversions • 39% of Google mobile paid revenue



On-the-go customers HalloweenCostumes.com aims to provide every would-be pirate, zombie and superhero with the perfect costume year-round. To help spread the word to on-the-go revelers — perhaps witches or astronauts — the worldwide e-retailer of costumes, accessories and décor turned to mobile Product Listing Ads (PLAs) from Google. ‘Hyper-relevant’ ads HalloweenCostumes.com has used PLAs since their introduction. The site launched mobile PLAs as a way to drive traffic for their entire product line as soon as Google began offering AdWords enhanced campaigns in Spring 2013. Product Listing Ads appear when someone searches for your products on google.com and Google Shopping. A PLA shows a picture of the item, the price, and store name. Customers who click on the ad are directed to your website. You pay for a PLA only when someone clicks on the ad and lands on your site. “We started using mobile PLAs after seeing major lifts in our online-advertising efforts via desktop PLA campaigns,” says Mark Bietz, vice president of marketing. “Moving into mobile on the PLA platform made perfect sense, thanks to the ability to serve a personalized, hyper-relevant ad to an increasing number of mobile customers in the Halloween space.”



“Moving into mobile on the PLA platform made perfect sense, thanks to the ability to serve a personalized, hyper-relevant ad to an increasing number of mobile customers in the Halloween space.” — Mark Bietz, vice president of marketing, HalloweenCostumes.com ‘A natural evolution’ HalloweenCostumes.com’s goal with their mobile PLA campaigns was to “ensure the high quality coverage we are receiving via desktop PLAs,” Bietz adds. “As we saw mobile traffic increase on HalloweenCostumes.com, this was a natural evolution in our mix.” They launched a mobile site in 2012 and improved it the following summer. Mobile traffic then doubled from July to October 2013. The costume company had focused on Google Shopping “long before it changed to a commercial model and was further integrated into the search engine results pages (SERPs),” Bietz says. “We were already gaining a substantial amount of traffic and high conversion rates through this medium. We were excited about the ability to drive more traffic through this productive channel. Furthermore, this new model enabled us to optimize on a category and product level that has a large impact on the return on investment (ROI) coming from paid search.”



About Product Listing Ads



Product Listing Ads are search ads that include richer product information — such as product image, price, and merchant name — without requiring additional keywords or ad text. Whenever a user enters a search query relevant to an item in your Google Merchant Center account, Google may automatically show the most relevant products along with the associated image, price, and product name.



To learn more about Product Listing Ads, visit www.google.com/ads/innovations/ productlistingads.html



“We plan to allocate a much larger portion of our search marketing team’s time and dollars to mobile PLAs.” — Mark Bietz, vice president of marketing, HalloweenCostumes.com High-quality traffic Mobile PLAs are driving substantial, incremental growth in HalloweenCostumes. com’s mobile marketing initiatives, with about a 31 percent lift in mobile conversions. Mobile campaigns drove 45 percent of Google paid mobile unique visitors. Mobile PLAs also accounted for 43 percent of Google mobile paidsearch conversions and 39 percent of Google mobile paid revenue. “Thanks to the high-quality traffic this medium has provided us, we plan to allocate a much larger portion of our search marketing team’s time and dollars to mobile PLAs,” Bietz says. “As mobile shopping continues to grow, we plan on allocating an extra 10 percent in spending and resources to optimize and grow this platform in 2014.”



© Copyright 2013. Google is a trademark of Google Inc. All other company and product names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.
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HalloweenCostumes.com sees mobile conversions ... Services






ability to serve a personalized, hyper-relevant ad to an increasing number of mobile customers in the Halloween space.â€� â€œ Moving into mobile on the PLA platform ... this new model enabled us to optimize on a category and product level that has a large impact on the return on investment (ROI) coming from paid search.â€�. 
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cross-device conversions Services 

when including cross-device data. To get started with cross-device conversions, just use conversion tracking, and once enough data has been collected, conversions will appear in AdWords reporting columns. Let Google help you measure the moments that 
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cross-device conversions Services 

The consumer journey has become fragmented into micro-moments that span multiple devices and media types. Advertisers across the world and in different industries have seen an uplift in conversions when they include cross-device data. Take a look at 
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Jobs2Careers Doubles Conversions and Increases ... Services 

Jobs2Careers is a job search engine that provides applicants with easy access to everything from small jobs to big careers. Named the second fastest-growing HR company by Inc., the brand uses a variety of innovative targeting techniques and proprieta
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Most convenient way to search. 17%. Always use my mobile device for this type of search. No other option to find info. 12%. â€œSearching on a mobile device is .... Ad recall index by location. 86. Source: Google/Nielsen Life360 Mobile Search Moments.
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Driving Online Conversions through Mobile Search 

Mobile Search: Extending Reach. 1. Mobile complimented on- site marketing. 2. Monster were able to target users 'on-the-go'. 3. Off-site communication helped introduce the app and the site to new users. + ...
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UnderStanding how Mobile driveS converSionS - Think with Google 

Source: Google/Nielsen Life360 Mobile Search Moments Q4 2012. Based: Total mobile searches n=6,303. Q: What category of information did you search for? (select all that apply). 07. Mobile USerS Search for a wide variety of inforMation. Travel. Social
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survey app on their mobile or tablet, for up to. 14 days. 6,303 searches were logged in 2 weeks*. SteP 1: Mobile Search diary. Deeper probe into â€œoutcomesâ€� of searches via online questions, delivered 24+ hours after the initial query. 1,958 respo
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Autobytel increases conversions by more than 10 ... Services 

has developed a deep understanding of the automotive path to purchase. The team also understands that the way its target audience researches purchases is evolving. As of 2013, mobile traffic represents over 20 percent of their overall site traffic. â
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The Weather Channel sees mobile web success ... Developers 

On mobile, The Weather Channel has pushed vital information to their native-app users for some time. But this represents only half of their mobile traffic, with the ...
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Vivastreet's AdWords conversions jump by 34 ... - Services 

The company has a mobile site and app, but had not advertised on mobile before this year. A focus on the moments ... enhanced campaigns as an opportunity to start mobile advertising. Enhanced campaigns are designed for ... Constantin Aubree, Head of 
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Our Mobile Planet Services 

Google Confidential and Proprietary. Understanding the Mobile Consumer. May 2012. Our Mobile Planet: United States .... Reviewed websites blogs or message boards. Browsed the Internet. Played games. Listened to music. Watched videos .... you agree to
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TransUnion reduces costs and improves conversions with ... - Services 

credit profile changes, and protect against identity theft-related issues. TransUnion wanted to find more customers while reducing waste in search and display campaigns. ... a credit application; and converted users. Splitting the audience this way a
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Mobile Search MoMentS Services 

All rights reserved. Nielsen and the Nielsen logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of CZT/ACN Trademarks, LLC. Used with permission. Other product and service names are trademarks of their respective companies. Mobile Search MoMentS. UnderStan
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Adorama increases traffic and conversions, controls ... Services 

Adorama is one of America's largest photo retailers and mail-order suppliers. ... added Google Product Listing Ads (PLAs) in mid-2011. The company's strategy for long-term investment in PLAs depended on the ad format being at least as effective ... W
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HelloFresh delivers 10% more conversions and ... Services 

Evaluate all digital marketing interactions based on their actual impact on conversions. â€¢ Increase channel effectiveness and efficiency. Approach. â€¢ Switched to data-driven attribution using. Google Attribution. â€¢ Fully automated bidding in Ad
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Mobile Marketing Matters Services 

Bridgevine is focused on customer acquisition empowered by its proprietary. Acquisition and Merchandising Platform, AMP. AMP combines SEO, SEM, mobile,. Daily Deals, Internet radio, display, social, and affiliates. Perhaps the most intriguing and con
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Luxola sees the beauty in shoppable Hangouts On ... Services 

Jul 4, 2014 - A premier beauty e-tailer in Southeast Asia. Offering a wide range of cosmetics, skincare, haircare, and men's products,. Singapore-based ...
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Nextail sees 19% improvement in return on ad ... Services 

stores. The company comprises nine different brands found both on the high street and online. ... Google and the Google logo are trademarks of Google Inc.
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Wyndham Vacation Rentals Sees 30% Jump in ... Services 

travel needs. â€¢ Headquarters: Parsippany, New Jersey. â€¢ www.wyndhamvacationrentals.com. Goals. â€¢ Improve website user experience and increase rental bookings ... could more closely align marketing programs and spend with peaks in consumer ... P
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Campmor sees huge sales spike with PLAs on ... Services 

â€œThe CI managed-services team ensures we have the highest-quality product data ... including product image, pricing, and promotional and availability ... Case Study | Google Shopping. At a Glance. Goals. â€¢ Drive sales while maintaining target ROA
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Merry Mobile Christmas Merry Mobile Christmas Services 

in store comparison. Google Confidential and Proprietary. 3. Source: eDigital Research 2011, Kelkoo press release 2010, IPSOS Google Mobile Internet Insights ... Smartphone whileâ€¦ Watching TV. Using a Tablet or PC. Listening to. Music. Reading news
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UK Daily AdMob Impressions (Dec 2010). Capture Pre & Post Christmas traffic peaks while consumers are looking for deals online. Google Confidential and ...
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Tapping into Mobile App Engagement Services 

3 Set up custom deep links that will take folks directly to the parts of your app. Why: Make it easy for your users to perform a specific action once they click through your ad. 4 Re-engage your app users across display and search. Why: Reach users w
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